Operation Hope
for the uprooted military family

Just Moved Ministry
8010 E. Morgan Trail, Suite 7
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
480.991.5268
www.JustMoved.org

Through biblical teaching and personal support, Just Moved Ministry prepares, encourages, and
equips a woman to let go and trust, start over with hope, and move forward with faith each time
she goes through a PCS. In an effort to strengthen the military family, Just Moved Ministry is
offering Operation Hope for the uprooted military family - a program that will donate to
your military installation the materials needed to offer the After the Boxes Are Unpacked study.
This unique study encourages spiritual growth, emotional well-being, lasting friendships, community connection, and hope for
a fulfilling future to every woman uprooted by a move.
The Operation Hope kit will be provided free of charge to your military installation through generous donors partnering with
Just Moved.

APPLICATION
Date: __________________________________
Military Installation: ______________________________
Location: _________________________
Chaplain: _______________________________________
Email: __________________________________________

“As a military child and then an Air
Force wife, all I’ve ever done is
MOVE. This study literally changed
my life.”
Joyce Erwin, USAFA

Shipping Info: Name:_________________________ Address: _________________________________
City:____________________________ State__________ Zip___________
Requirements:
Study Facilitator:__________________________________
Facilitator’s email:_________________________________

Study Start Date: __________________

General prayer requests for your installation: (To be shared with Operation Hope sponsors and the Just
Moved prayer team.)
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Your Operation Hope Kit will include: After the Boxes Are Unpacked Video Series
Facilitator Guide
7 autographed copies of After the Boxes are Unpacked by Susan Miller
We only ask that…
…you support Just Moved Ministry by ordering any additional books and materials at a military discount
through Just Moved Ministry. To receive the military discount please call 480.991.5268, M-Th, 9 am–4 pm
MST.
…you notify Just Moved Ministry each time there is a new Chaplain and/or After the Boxes Are Unpacked
facilitator. Please email the name and contact information for their replacement to
joannsmith@justmoved.org.
…the After the Boxes Are Unpacked Video Series and Facilitator Guide will remain with your Chapel.
Operation Hope is a donor-supported program through Just Moved Ministry. Your application will be processed
promptly and your After the Boxes Are Unpacked materials will be sent pending financial support. Just Moved
Ministry is a non-profit, 501 © 3 organization. All donations are tax-deductible.

